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L5 Commissioning for wellbeing with a learning 
disability and autism focus 

Learners 

Christiana Evans 

In April 2020, Skills for Care started working with Bespoke Consultancy Education Limited to 

run a pilot to deliver the level five commissioning for wellbeing qualification with a learning 

disability and autism focus. I'm here today with one of the learns from that pilot who's going to 

talk about her experiences. Hi Sarah. 

 

Sarah Carolan 

Hi, Christiana. 

 

Christiana Evans 

Could you please tell us who you are and what your role is? 

 

Sarah Carolan 

Certainly, my name is Sarah Carolan, and I work for bath North East, Somerset, Swindon and 

Wiltshire clinical commissioning group. I'm based in Swindon, and an RMN by background but 

have extensive experience working with people with learning disabilities and autism. And my 

role at the CCG is the commissioner for learning disabilities, autism, and non CHC ABI 

(Acquired Brain Injury) some I'm the commissioner but covers those areas. 

 

Christiana Evans 

So, what is the most important thing that you have learned by being part of the pilot? And how 

will that make a difference to people's lives? 

 

Sarah Carolan 

I think the most important thing I've learnt and how that will make a difference to peoples live 

really is it's reflecting on why I attended the course in the first place really. I recognised my 

limitations and wanted the opportunity to learn from my peers. And from what the course 

offers. I feel that as a commissioner, we cannot just focus on health and social care needs or 

believe that if we get that, right, we're doing all we can, there is a lot more involved and that's 

what the course really is, and I guess taught me as well. I've gained so much information just 

from the networking with those who've attended and sharing good practice. Also being able to 

share my own good practice, really, I feel better equipped when dealing with the challenge of 

defining and delivering wellbeing outcomes, particularly in an increasing complex environment. 

And of course, COVID has created that added that extra sort of complex complexity. And not  
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only truly understand the importance of each stage of the commissioning cycle, but also the 

legislative requirements to manage the market effectively. And consider the role of 

stakeholders whilst placing people at the heart of the process. So yes, I believe that I was 

doing all of that. But I think the I certainly needed more of the unpicking of the legislative 

requirements. And that's what the course has the benefited me from its helped me with my 

confidence, and I feel better because I understand that legislative aspect far more, I just feel a 

lot more confidence in what I'm doing. Also, particularly with co-production as well. And 

procurement exercises. And the other thing that I found helpful as well, that was a benefit to 

patients, to up to the people that we work with. And who are at the heart of this is that I've been 

able to share problems with my peers on the course, they've also been able to share their 

problems with me. And we've been able to sort of jointly work on what's worked well and what 

hasn't worked well, with similar sort of similar issues. Really, 

 

Christiana Evans 

why do you think people should do this qualification? Really, 

 

Sarah Carolan 

I find that people should take this qualification because it does help you examine ways to 

reach better outcomes for the people that we are supporting. I mean, commissioning needs to 

be underpinned by visionary leadership, and a focus on human rights approaches and 

workforce development, co-production, and preparedness to reflect and learn. And you will 

gain all that experience and, and that knowledge from this course. And if I if I hadn't done this 

course, I don’t think I would have gained all of that. And I feel that having done this course, I 

can make a real difference to people's outcomes. And not only on a micro level, but also on a 

macro level. Yes, you may think that you'll be able to do this without this course. But I just feel 

that this course has given me the added advantage. I've been sort of in commissioning for 

three years, and an RMN for 25 years, but I feel that what I've gained from this course has 

helped me reach those outcomes far quicker.  

 

Christiana Evans 

What was the most challenging thing about undertaking this qualification? 

 

Sarah Carolan 

So I guess the COVID and the competing prioritisations really that we have in work trying to 

sort of have that balance like most students who are working full time and taking on a 

qualification encounter. 
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Christiana Evans 

What did you enjoy most about the qualification? 

 

Sarah Carolan 

I found that enjoyed most really is reflecting on when I began the course. And we had to do an 

exercise where we how we rated ourselves really with our understandings on co-production, 

for example, the commissioning cycle, the legislative aspects. And some of those, I actually 

thought I knew it, I scored myself quite highly and but then of course, then as we progressed, 

and we went back to the rating scale, I think my rating scales are going up and down and then 

up. So, I found, I guess it really helped me learn a lot about myself. But also, what I found 

helpful was the networking, the sharing, I guess, the best practice. And I suppose with the 

course it's not only doing the assignments, but we’ve also had some really good interactive, 

teaching sessions as well and workshops. So, it's been very interactive, where people have 

been able to bring examples about what we're studying. So, it's really you it's, it's given you 

that practical information and how to imply apply that knowledge that we've been discussing. 

So, it's, it kind of makes sense from that aspect. And then also as well, I found that the tutor 

that we've had as well as been very knowledgeable and I've been able to use them as others 

have as a source of as a resource, really. 

 

Christiana Evans 

I'm here today with Steve Shaw from Humber Coast and Vail Provider Collaborative NHS 

Foundation Trust. He was a learner on a current cohort on a level five commissioning for 

wellbeing qualification with a learning disability and autism focus. Steve is approaching halfway 

through the course and is going to speak to us today about how he's getting on. Hello, Steve, 

why should people do this qualification? 

 

Steve Shaw 

Okay, for me, I think this qualification, it's a really interesting qualification, but more so in the 

fact that I've worked I've had quite a varied career so I work across worked across local 

authority, public health, commissioning, and the private sector. And now I'm back into 

commissioning. So, for me, it's about putting patients at the heart of every decision that we 

make in terms of commissioning and the commissioning cycle. So, for me, this course has 

been a great reminder, in terms of the focus around co-production, patient involvement, and 

staff involvement as well, in formulating our commissioning intentions going forward. 

 

Christiana Evans 

What is the most important thing that you have learned so far? And how do you think this will 

make a difference to people's lives? 

 

Steve Shaw 
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So, for me, it's about relationships. And it's about building those relationships with 

stakeholders, the course has been interesting in terms of engaging with people around the 

country. So, in terms of listening to the stories of local authorities, other commissioners that 

are commissioning different services to myself, my focus is around secured care. But it's 

interesting to hear their points of view and experiences and I think one thing that I'm kind of 

taking away from this is the importance of building relationships with stakeholders, not only 

patients and staff, but also the wider providers that have impact on that patient's pathway 

journey. 

 

Christiana Evans 

What is the most challenging thing about undertaking the qualification? 

 

Steve Shaw 

I think the most challenging thing is not the amount of work that we must do, but it's the time 

but I suppose that goes for any course. And it's more around the fact that in the NHS, 

obviously, we're so busy at the minute, we're still reacting to the COVID situation, we're very 

busy in terms of how we're working that is fitting it in. However, what I would like to say is the 

rewards outweigh the time. So, the learning the putting the patients at the heart of things, and 

really focusing on those relationships, and also the understanding of the theory around 

commissioning as well. This is a nice reminder so for me, it's been a time aspect however, the 

rewards outweigh that side, so it's been great. 

 

Christiana Evans 

What are you enjoying most about doing the qualification? 

 

Steve Shaw 

I think for me, what I'm enjoying most is going back to the basics. So, he's having a timeout of 

work to go back and refresh around what's important from a commissioning perspective. What 

is important to make sure that we're providing the best care for the patient, and from working 

from the start right to the finish of the commissioning cycle, looking at legislation, but also 

relationships, and putting patients at the heart of everything. So, for me, it's been great to 

refresh and to look at things differently because it's an ever-changing environment. And in 

commissioning, often we focus on what happened last year, and we re-commissioned for the 

next year, whereas this is really making me think outside the box now and how can we 

improve quality for our patients across on the customer? 
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Christiana Evans 

Lorraine Bell from Durham County Council is currently undertaking the level five 

commissioning for wellbeing qualification with a learning disability and autism focus. Lorraine is 

halfway through the course and is speaking to us today about her experiences so far. Hi, 

Lorraine.  

 

Lorraine Bell 

Hello  

 

Christiana Evans 

Why should people do this qualification? 

 

Lorraine Bell 

Hello, my name is Lorraine Bell. I work for Durham County Council and I've been working there 

for three years now. And I'm part of the learning disabilities and mental health team for Adult 

Social Care in Commissioning. The reason why I chose to do this course is because I want to 

have a better understanding of the background of commissioning having worked here for three 

years, I learnt on the job, but I wanted to how do a qualification to give me the background 

behind about the role I was doing. And I think it also gives me time to reflect and question and 

probably challenge my own practice so I can improve and be a better commissioner for those 

people we commissioned adult social care to. And I also want to be a bit of a commissioner, 

we're currently going through an integration with the CCG at the minute. And so, I have for this 

course I'm finding I have a better appreciation of the commission for both local authority 

perspective and CCG perspective, so that when we come together, we collaborate and form a 

better team effective team. 

 

Christiana Evans 

What is the most important thing that you have learned so far? How do you think this will make 

a difference to people's lives? 

 

Lorraine Bell 

Okay. And there's lots of things I've learned from this course. But the first thing I'd like to say is, 

it's so important learn from the course it's put the service users and the person first, instead of 

focusing on the service. So many times, we focus on getting through our job list at the end of 

the day, setting up a contract putting the service in place, but really, we need to go back to 

square one and think what's important, to the service users their basic these their preferences, 

and then putting the package of care in place for that individual’s needs. The commission is 

not just about procuring existence services, we got to always focus on improving service 

reflecting and developing services to mirror the needs of the service user. And the other thing,  
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which I'll probably have a lot more appreciation now is the impact of the various legislations 

that are in there, like the Care Act and the Human Rights Act and everything else, and the 

impact they have on our decision making and our commissioning of care. 

 

Christiana Evans 

What is the most challenging thing about undertaking this qualification? 

 

Lorraine Bell 

I think the most challenging thing for me really, is a as a mom of two teenage daughters is 

really completing the assignments and assessments on time, basically, I work full time, we 

have a busy active life outside so it's just finding time to complete them and complete them 

well, and like everything, the more effort you put into it, the more you get out of it. So, I'm in the 

middle of doing the essay now and a few days times, so I'm just getting a little bit earlier before 

we're to do a bit of work on my essay and then a little bit outside of work. So, they come once 

a month, it's not too bad, but it's just making sure you have that time and schedule it around 

family life. 

 

Christiana Evans 

What are you enjoying most? 

 

Lorraine Bell 

It's quite a lot of things I'm enjoying doing this course, first of all I love learning anyway and it's 

making me feel a lot more confident about the role I do now. And I feel a lot more informed a 

lot more, I've seen the bigger picture as well. And on top of that, I really enjoy meeting other 

commissioners on the courses, there's a wide range of commissioners from across the county, 

one across England, let's say of which one is in the North East. So, it's good to know you got 

that support there to go and speak to them and we're in frequent contact as well outside of the 

course sharing information, and question and how we're getting on with the assessments. But 

apart from that, it's learning from those as well, because it's quite clear, they've all got very 

different roles, and every local authority or CCG has a different perspective on how 

commissioners are working so it's interesting to hear from that perspective. But also, the 

course has helped me improve my satisfaction of my current role I feel a lot more equipped, 

and I feel like I'm doing a better job as well. And, it builds my aspirations for the future really 

how, how my role can progress, and it gives me confidence to help progress in my current role 

as well, 

 

Christiana Evans 

Lorriane what support have you had from your line manager? 
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Lorraine Bell 

I was given the opportunity to attend this course which I grabbed with both hands and through 

application, my manager supported me in in the application of the course and whilst on the 

course and I've been given time to complete some of the assessments or do some need and 

around the course to help because ultimately this improvement attending the course is going to 

help me improve my role and ultimately help the work we do as a team. If there's any 

questions on the course my managers there to answer them and to discuss them. And I'm 

aware that other members of the team are also completing the course. So that we work 

together as a team really to discuss the assessments we're doing and to just bounce ideas off 

each other. 

 

Christiana Evans 

So has that support being valuable to you? 

 

Lorraine Bell 

Defiantly, I don't feel I'm alone and I don't feel I'm doing this all by myself. I'm constantly 

working with question about teams wherever if it's simple things like when's the next 

assessment due? Do you have the slides available? Or what do you think of all working 

together to do presentations as well. So, it has been very valuable definitely, yes. If you're 

having a busy family life and you feel you can't keep up, the flexibility is there to you know, 

delay, or extend the assessments so don't feel Yeah, going to be wiped off the course if you 

can't meet the deadlines. There's lots of flexibility and they understand and they're there to 

help if you need to question things with the instructor. They're there and the teacher yet she's 

there to listen and to explain things. So, a really, really like Angela. I totally recommend the 

course because I looked everywhere, I couldn't find a course and when this key and I grabbed 

it with both hands and I don't look back, I've learned a lot and I look forward to the next seven 

sessions we've got. 


